Review of
Billund X – Billund Intl Airport EKBI
Created by Vidan Design

Intro

Billund International Airport is the second largest international airport in Denmark and located in the
center of Jutland. The airport was founded back in 1961 by Godtfred Kirk Christiansen (the son of the
founder of the Lego Group) and was originally just a small grass strip of only 800m supporting his
company LEGO that is located just south of the airport.
Today Billund Airport is a public airport that has expanded greatly and carries more than 3 million
passengers each year together with several millions of pounds of cargo from the cargo terminal on the
south side of the airport. The airport serves the most of Jutland and has neighbors as the original
Legoland – Billund Park which is the largest tourist attraction outside of Copenhagen, and the newest
Lalandia Aqua dome in Denmark.
The airport supports a variety of aircrafts from small GA aviation aircraft to the huge and heavies as the
Boeing B747-400 etc. No military aircrafts are based at Billund, but only a few miles south of the
airport is the Vandel AFB located (also included in the scenery but with a lower complexity).

General Information & Airport Specs






Airport Name
Airport Type
Operator
Website

Billund Airport
Public & International
Billund Lufthavn A/S
www.bll.dk





ICAO
IATA
Freq:

EKBI
BLL
Tower
Approach
ATIS






Location
Elevation
Coordinates
Runways

Billund, Denmark
247ft / 75m
55044’25”N 009009’07”E
09/27 Asphalt 10,172ft / 3,100m






Fuel
Time Zone
Beacon
Passengers 2016

100LL & Jet A1
1 UTC (2DST)
White/Green
3,092,013

119.000 MHz
127.575 MHz
118.775 MHz

Purchase, Download and Installation
I purchased this add-on at www.FSPilotShop.com and the purchase and download went perfect and
without any issues as always when using FSP. The download was quick and easy even though the zip
file is about 1.32Gb which means that the connection to the download servers at FSP is very good.
The filename is VID-155 and the version that I have downloaded and tested in this review, is the
official FSX release version 1.0. Installing the software was also quite easy and the installer features
both an installer for FSX and FSX;SE together with the Prepar3D platform (P3D). A registration key is
needed to activate the scenery and this key is sent directly to your mailbox that is linked to your login
to FSP.
I did encounter a small issue trying to install the add-on scenery on my system which is running Win10
– I had to verify the file for installation by right-clicking the file, going to the properties and accepting
that the file originated from a different computer. This I had to do before I could start the installation
process and I found that to be a bit strange since I had never encountered this issue before.
Anyway, this was quickly solved and I was able to activate the installer which nicely features an autofind FSX folder which just made the installation easier. The entire installation was completed within 45
seconds or so, which was very quick when thinking about the huge amount of data included in the
scenery pack.
During the installation process I also noticed that I was able to select an auto/manual activation of the
software in the scenery library – here I selected the auto feature which just meant that I did not have to
manually activate the scenery from within FSX’s scenery library. Nice and very user friendly!
The installation process is for this scenery split in two, meaning that the first part of the installation is
for the scenery and the second part is for the 3rd party software needed to operate the jetways that are
created in the scenery. The software is freeware software created by Jeffrey Stahli and is named SODE
which stands for SimObject Display Engine.
Installing the SODE software was just as easy as installing the scenery and the installer was very user
friendly and located the files at C:\ProgramData….. The installer also featured an auto-fill function so I
only needed to click the “Register” button.
After the installation for the SODE software was completed, the installer terminated and I was now
able to get a view of all the files that were installed in the newly created Billund X folder within
FSX/VidanDesign.

Tools, Supporting Programs & Customization
Included are several images of the scenery taken by VidanDesign which are nice to have, but honestly I
probably would just look at them this one time. Also included is a very nicely written manual which is
a 13 page PDF file containing specific airport information, how to install/uninstall the scenery, the idea
and function of the animated and controllable jetways, recommended setting, credits, copyrights and
how to get support for the scenery. There is also a manually installer for the SODE software if you had
de-selected the SODE software during the initial installation process.

Billund X is compatible with the default FSX scenery as well as the freeware “Denmark Scenery” and
for sure it will also be compatible with the upcoming RealDenmarkX, which also will be developed by
VidanDesign. (a part of the RealDenmarkX has already been released and covers the northern part of
Jutland). Additionally another alternative set of ground textures for users of the ORBX FTX Global
Base, can be activated in the Scenery Configurator that are also included in this pack.
To shortly explain the SODE software, then this software is a 3rd party software that enables the
simmer to access and control the animated jetways included in the scenery. It is stated in the manual
that if you use Ground Services from FSDreamTeam for FSX, you will be able to operate and control
the jetways from the GSX menu – however, I do not own a copy or license of the Ground Services
from FSDreamTeam, so I have not been able to verify this function within the scenery.
That said, I was still able to use the functions of the jetways simply just by using the SODE software –
this enabled me to activate a specific jetway using TAB+S within FSX, which opened an ATC-like
window where I could select specific jetways that I wanted to connect to my aircraft parked at the
gates. The jetways numbers are linked to the gate numbers that are clearly shown when parked in front
of the gate - when activating the jetway, the SODE software takes over and adjusts the jetway so that it

fits to the parked aircraft; of course there are limitation such as parking a Cessna C172 does not give
the best solution for a jetway built for e.g. an Airbus A321 etc.
I was however quite surprised to see that the “harmonica-part” of the jetway – the end connecting to the
aircraft, actually bended quite realistically according to the curve of the fuselage of the aircraft. This is
absolutely an awesome addition to the experience of using this scenery and certainly a feature that I
respect greatly! Very cool indeed!

The Billund X Scenery Configurator is a tool that enables the simmer to customize the scenery on some
aspects that are clearly defined in the Configurator. To customize the scenery is very easy as well as to
reset the scenery to default.
The various scenery features can be toggled on/off and covers features like animated road traffic, 3D
grass, static aircrafts, vehicles, the Billund holiday village (Lalandia), the city of Billund and the
surroundings as well as the Vandel AFB.
You can also select to only have static or both static and animated vehicles. Also the approach and
runway lights can be improved as well as applying a snow cover during the selectable season, which
easily can be changed to each specific seasons in the season part of the Configurator. It is also here that
ORBX FSX Global Base users can apply the alternative ground textures.
The button “Open the Documentation” is a link that opens up the 13 page PDF manual, so that you
have easy access from the Configurator and to the manual.

Buildings
In real life I have visited Billund Airport more times than I can count, both as a traveler flying charter
or business flights, but also as a GA pilot flying for fun, so I was of course very curious to actually see
the complexity of this rendition of Billund Airport. What I found was a truly amazing rendition of the
second largest international airport of Denmark!
The scenery includes almost all buildings that are there in real life according to Google-Earth and
which all have been superbly modeled and placed very accurately around the scenery. Everything from
the new terminal on the north side of the field to the old terminal, which is now the cargo terminal on
the south side, is created. The complexity that Vidan Design has been able to accomplish for this
scenery and the level of detailing is absolutely outstanding and I was very impressed.
Exploring the scenery on foot gave me a very realistic experience and I continuously found new and
very detailed additions in the scenery. The level of detailing is down to even the small letters on the
various signs, polls, commercial banners etc. and I very much enjoyed the fact that it was not only the
runway and the terminal that was created, but instead a complete rendition of the entire airport
featuring also the parking areas, the airport hotel, the city of Billund and the Lalandia Aquadome with
the entire Lalandia village.
Only one thing was missing in my opinion and that was the LEGO-amusement Park that in real life is
located just south of the cargo terminal. I asked Vidan Design why the park was not included and got
the answer that LEGO did not wish to start the process of approving this kind of project. Therefore
Vidan Design unfortunately had to keep the park out of the scenery.
The buildings included are many, and each and one of them are created with an extremely high level of
quality. Each building is modeled very accurately and is covered with high quality, multi-layer textures
that also provides a very realistic look and an authentic atmosphere due to e.g. dirt, wear and tear and
stains on the buildings.
Buildings as Sun-Air’s hangars on Cumulus Road, Scandinavian Avionics that are located in the very
old and recognizable brick building as well as the Gate Gourmet and Billund Air Center are all there
and certainly add to the realism of the scenery - I was very happy to see all the real companies was also
created in the scenery, and no matter which way that I looked I continued finding more buildings and
details. I did notice that the skylights on one of the hangers were a little off in regards to the size of the
skylights, but come-on, that is a so tiny detail that it really doesn’t matter.
The terminal itself is quite an accomplishment to create in such a detail, and the effort put into that
building, as well as the complete scenery, is almost overwhelming. The scenery is absolutely stunning!

Taking a closer look at the main terminal I could see that all gates were created and I also noticed that
the electronic signs that are providing information for the pilots when parking at a gate – also known as
the VDGS system (Visual Docking Guidance System), was also perfectly working. However, I did
find that the parking mirrors was not working and just featured a static image. They blend perfectly into
the scenery and I do understand that if the mirrors should be working, that would probably impact the
performance on the scenery negatively. Maybe they could be setup to be working if getting within 10m
of the mirror and if being farther away, they could just feature the static image… well just ideas.
The small look-out section that passengers can use in real life for a grand view of the airport – located
just above the huge main sign Billund Airport, is of course also created. The internal part of the
terminal was not created, however that I can live without.
When going around the terminal to the entrance I still found myself in the middle of a truly stunning
scenery of the taxi and bus pickups as well as the main car parking terminal. Continuing through the
parking terminal I now entered the main outside parking area that also is created in a very authentic
way as well as the rest of the outside parking area. Maybe there could be more vegetation according to
Google-Earth but overall that is just again a tiny detail that is completely blown away by everything
else in the scenery.
I also took a helicopter flight over the scenery to get a better view and this was also an awesome
experience. I noticed that the scenery did minor flickering but that might as well be my computer not
being able to refresh fast enough for such complex scenery when using a head-tracker.
I flew over the city of Billund, the Lalandia Aquadome with the village and that was certainly the very
best rendition of this area that I have ever seen for any flight simulator. I also did a check on the nearby
Vandel AFB which is also a part of the scenery. This base is not created in the same level of quality as
the rest of the scenery, but still does add nicely to the overall experience of the Billund area. The
Vandel AFB consists of the two main runways, the tower and an area with taxiways between the F16
shelters placed at the east end of the airfield. The textures and complexity here is fair, but it was easy to
see that the main focus of course has been the Billund Airport and the closest environment.

Apron, Taxi- and Runways & Lights
Taking a closer look at the apron, the taxiways and the runway together with the pavement around the
car-parking and the GA-area, I found that the level of high quality continued. The area around the
hangars on the south-east side of the airport, together with the primary part of the car-parking area had
very nice tiles as surface which Vidan Design nicely had created. They did look very similar to real life
tiles from IBF (Danish concrete and tiles company).
The apron is highly detailed and features very realistic markings that are true to real life. The quality of
the pavement here is very good and also features wear and tear meaning that you can see small cracks
around the apron. There are tire markings randomly located together with oil stains and a variation of
colors which could be due to fresh pavement in the areas that are more exposed. Going to the edges of
the apron I did miss a more rough finish where it just seemed a bit to perfect.
The taxiways are also very realistic and with correct markings however, I also here missed a more
rough edge which in my opinion would seem more realistic. The runway is absolutely good quality and
resembles the real runway very well. The markings, the lights and the surface are very realistic and also
feature wear and tear which just adds to the experience and the impression I got using this runway.
The pavement used for the apron at the cargo terminal was fair quality that also featured oil stains, tire
markings, correct parking markings etc. but it was quite easy to see that the main focus had been on the
primary apron at the passenger’s terminal.
The scenery also features a very nice evening/night environment with various lights located around the
scenery. That is light poles e.g. at the primary apron as well as the lights used when taxiing and of
course the main runway lights. All lights are created with an eye for the details and that features a very
realistic soft shine.
There are also lights for the various hangars – for some it is only external lights that illuminates the
front of the hangar where others are also featuring internal lights that can be seen through windows or
the open hangar doors.
The car parking area is also filled with very realistic lights and the very best lights are no doubt on the
main terminal that is awesome and completely stunning. I did several flights during dusk and night and
when doing a taxi from the runway to the gate at the main terminal, I found it to be a truly superb
experience with a very realistic atmosphere.

AI Ground / Air, Static Elements and Flows
The scenery is packed with static elements as various airport vehicles like cars and transfer busses to a
variety of parked aircrafts and airport materials. There are small wagons, trolleys, stairways, benches,
pallets, boxes, fences etc. placed all over the complete scenery; all the static objects are created with a
high level of detailing and accuracy and then covered with good quality textures without it having a
huge impact on the performance of the scenery.
I also found the airport to feature a really well designed and created AI ground scenery that includes
moving transfer busses, various luggage vehicles as well as a variety of airport vehicles that were
constantly going around the scenery. The AI ground scenery is working very nicely and certainly gave
me a better experience of the scenery. In regards to the AI aviation traffic, then this is of course also
working without any issues. I would assume that the scenery is compatible with most AI traffic add-on
packs however, this I have not tested and therefore cannot verify, but I am quite sure of it anyway.
Overall the AI ground scenery, the AI aviation traffic as well as the huge number of static objects gave
the scenery great life however, that said, I am an experienced user of flightsim sceneries that features
e.g. animated people, and that was unfortunately something that I was missing in the Billund X. There
are not many people placed around the scenery and none of them were animated (as far as I could find).
That is probably one of the only real minuses or downsides if you can call it that, which I could find in
this scenery.

Conclusion
My conclusion for this scenery is simply stated; The absolute very best rendition of Billund Airport
ever created for any flight simulator.
I know that I seem to be very enthusiastic about the scenery – well I am, this is one of my home
airports in real life and I am absolutely so overwhelmed by Vidan Designs ability to create such a high
quality, so detailed and such realistic scenery where the atmosphere is nailed almost spot-on. It truly is
an amazing creation.
I might be a bit drawn to overstate the feeling that I have using this scenery, but still even though if this
scenery was not an airport that I knew of in real life, I would still be very amazed by how talented John
at Vidan Design is. The quality of this scenery is in my honest opinion up there with FlyTampa and
ORBX for sure.
The scenery is very realistic, the atmosphere created is also very realistic and the overall quality is
superb with an abundance of eye candy everywhere around the scenery. The buildings are very
accurately model and covered with high quality textures and then placed very accurately around the
scenery. Together with the buildings there are also a huge variety of airport materials, various airport
and civilian vehicles both static and dynamic as well as AI traffic and static aircrafts etc. that are also
created extremely well. It was very obvious that Vidan Design certainly has put in a lot of effort and
has kept a superb focus on creating a scenery of this level.
Loading time was slightly impacted and even though this is a high quality and highly detailed scenery I
was still able to keep a good frame rate performance. I did find a little flickering around the scenery
and my computer had to really work keeping up with my usage of my head tracker, but the scenery still
performed beautifully.
I did miss the People-Flow technology that ORBX is famous for and which would have provided this
scenery with the over-the-top experience. That said, the scenery of BillundX scored a superb 4.86 out
of 5 and I would certainly recommend this scenery to any flightsim enthusiast. If you are into GA
aviation, commercial aviation, military aviation or simply just would like to explore a high quality
scenery, then the BillundX scenery is a must have.
Thank you Vidan Design for a truly exceptional rendition of the Billund Intl Airport!

Rays Aviation

Technical Requirements and Review Computer Specifications

Technical Requirements








Flight Simulator FSX, FSX;SE or Prepar3D v3 (P3Dv3)
Windows 7, 8, 8.1 or 10
3 GHz Processor or equivalent system (Dual Core Processor recommended)
2 GB RAM (4 GB RAM recommended)
Graphic/Video Card with minimum 512Mb
Download Size 1.32 Gb
Installation Size 1.68 Gb

Review Computer Specifications












Windows 10 (64-bit)
FSX + Acceleration Pack installed
Intel Core™ i7-4790K 4x4.00GHz (Turbo 4x4.40GHz)
Asus Maximus VII Ranger (ROG-series)
Antec Kuhler H20 650 Water Cooler
Kingston HyperX Beast-series 32Gb DDR3-2133 RAM
500Gb Samsung 850 EVO SSD
3Tb Seagate Barracura (7200rpm, 6Gb/s)
Asus GeForce GTX 980 Strix OC 4Gb
150/150Mbit Fiber Internet Connection
REX Overdrive for FSX

